Faculty Positions at
National Institute of Science Education and Research
(NISER), Bhubaneswar

The National Institute of Science Education and Research (NISER) has been setup at Bhubaneswar by the Department of Atomic Energy of the Government of India to be a unique institution of its kind pursuing undergraduate and post-graduate education in science combined with frontline research. NISER is being setup in a sprawling 300 acre campus about 3 km from Khurda Road Railway Station on the outskirts of Bhubaneswar overlooking Barunei Hills. It will be a fully residential campus with modern living amenities including children’s school and health centre. Presently NISER operates from the campus of Institute of Physics at Bhubaneswar.

NISER invites applications from extremely motivated Indian scientists with a high-profile research agenda and a flair for teaching (especially at the undergraduate level) for faculty positions at various levels in Biology, Chemistry, Mathematics and Physics. For details visit the website http://niser.iopb.res.in/careers. The applications containing CV, list of publications, statement of purpose and research programme and a list of at least three referees may be sent by e-mail to careers@niser.iopb.res.in, marking ‘Faculty in (branch)’ in the subject field (branch being one of the disciplines mentioned above). There is no time limit for sending the application but the applications received will be taken up for consideration at regular intervals. Candidates are advised to request the Referees to send their letters of recommendations directly to NISER at the above e-mail address.

CORRIGENDUM


Reservation for Physically Handicapped categories in Professor/Reader grades have been made in the following departments. Accordingly, please read the vacancies as shown against each:

(a) Applied Psychology – Professor: 2 (UR-1, OH-1)
(b) Financial Studies – Reader: 3 (UR-2, OH-1)
(c) Sanskrit – Reader: 3 (UR-2, VH-1)

Candidates belonging to the Physically Handicapped categories may submit their applications in the prescribed form latest by 26-06-2008.

Note: UR – Unreserved; OH – Orthopaedically Handicapped; VH – Visually Handicapped.
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